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BILINGUAL EDUCATION

TEACHER TRAINING MATERIALS

The bilingual education teacher training materials developed by the

Center for the Development of Bilingual Curriculum - Dallas address five

broad areas of need in the field of bilingual education:

Series A: Bilingual Program Planning, Implementation,
and Evaluation

Series B: Language Proficiency Acquisition, Assessment,
and Communicative Behavior

Series C: Teaching Mathematics, Science, and Social
Studies

Series D: Teaching Listening, Speaking, Reading, and
Writing

Series E: Actualizing Parental Involvement

These materials are intended for use in institutions of higher education,

education service centers and loEal school district in--service programs.

They were developed by experts in the appropriate fields :Of bilingual éduca-

tion and teacher training.

Series A, addresses the critical issue of the effective planning and

implementation of programs of bilingual education as well as efficient

program evaluation. Sample evaluation instruments and indications for

their use are included. Series B contains state-of-the-art information

on theories and research concerning bilingual education, second language

acquisition, and communicative competence as well as teaching models and

assessment techniques reflecting these theories and research. In Series

C, the content, methods, and materials for teaching effectively in the

subject matter areas of mathematics, science, and social studies are pre-

sented. Technical vocabulary is included as well as information on those

X



aspects rarely dealt with in the monolingual content area course.

Series D presents the content area of language arts, specifically the

vital knowledge and skills for teaching listening, speaking, reading,

and writing in the bilingual classroom. The content of Series E, Actu:

alizing Parental Involvement, is directed toward involving parents with

the school system and developing essential skills and knowledge for the,

decision-making process.

Each packet of the,series contains a Teacher Edition'and a

Student Edition. dn general, the Teacher Edition includes objectives

for the learning activity, prerequisites, suggested procedures, vo-

cabulary or a glossary of bilingual terminology, a bibliograPhy, ani

assessment instruments as well as all of the materials in the Student

Edition. The materials for the student may be composed of assignments Of

readinn, Case studietv written reports, field work, or other pertinent

content. Teaching strategiesinay include classroom observation, peer

teaching, seminars, cOnferences, or mitro-tething sessions.

The language used in each of the series is closely synchronized with

specific objectives and client populations. The following chart illus-

trates the areas of competencies, languages, and intended dl4ntele.

WMPETENCIES, LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION AND INTENDED CLIENTELE

AREAS OF COMPETENCIES LANGUAGE CLIENTELE

SERIES A. Bilingual Program Planning,
Implementation, and Evaluation

English Primarily supervisors

SERIES B. Language Proficiency Acquistion,
Assessment, and Communicative Behavior

Spanish/
English

Primarily teachers
and supervisors

SERIES C. teaching Mathematics, Science, and

Social Studies

Spanish/
English

Primarily teachers
and paraprofessionals

SERIES D. Teaching Listening, Speaking, Reading,

Apd Writing

Spanish/
English

Primarily teachers
and Paraprofessionals

SERIES E. Actualizing Parental Involvement Spanish
e.Primarily tachers

parents, and community

liaisons



In additiAn to the mkterials described, the Center has developed

a Management System to be used in conjunction'with the packets in tke

, Series. Also available are four Practicums which include a take-home

packet for the teacher trainee.

The design of the materials provides for differing levels of lin-

guistic proficiency in Spanish and for diversified levels, of,knowledge

and academic preparation through the selection of assignments and strate-

gies. A variety of methods of testing the information and skills taught

in real or simulated situations is provided along with strategies that

will allow the instructor to meet individual needs and learning styles.

In general, the materials are adaptable as source materials for a topic

or as supplements to other materials, texts, or syllabi. They provide

a model that learners can emulate in their own classroom. It is hoped

that teacher trainers will find the materials motivational and helpful

in preparing better teachers for the bilingual classroom.



INTRODUCTION

This module was written from a very practical point of view in

the sense that the materials can be used and manipulated by each dis-
..

trict in any way suitable to the individual needs of the district. It

is also useful to the teacher trainee who has limited experience in bi-

lingual program implementation or who has no experience at all. Theory

abounds in number of college textbooks; however, the practical appli-

cation of theory is usually not that readily available. It is hoped

that these materials will provide the practical assistance necessary to

successful bilingual program implementation. -

The first section addresses two bilingual education models that

are useful to the school practitioner: the transitional bilingual educa-

tion model and the maintenance model. No information is given as to the

more effective one, since this has not yet been determined. These two

models are addressed because they are well known and have been widely dis-

cussed. It is important to note at this time that these are theoretical

models that can be implemented with a number of variations suitable to in-

dividual school districts. They are theoretical in the sense that theory

and practice tend to separate at some'point in time, usuallY at the imple-

mentation state when the reality of a situatton enters the picture.

The second sectiOn deals with staffing patterns that address the type

of teaching staff required as this relates to the types of students that

need to be served. The instructional staff may include a bilingual teach-

er only or a combination of a bilingual antha non-bilingualteacher. When

only a non-bilingual teacher is available, other possibilities are also con-

sidered. The types of students are also taken into consideration since

this factor will affect the nature of the staffing pattern.



The third section focuses on curriculum content and language usage.

Both of these areas must be considered before bilingual program implement"-

tion can take place. At this point in time, theoretical models are useful

only in the sense that one is chosen over the other. Implementation models

then take the place of theoretical,models. These three areas--program

models, staffing patterns, and curriculum content and language usage--are

important parts of bilingual program planning and implementation.

xiv



VP.

KIDELS OF BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

LEARNING CWECTIW

The teacher trainee will be able to describe each of the'two bilingual .

Vucation models.

ENABLING ACTIVITY I

The instructor will present and discuss Transparencies 1-A,and 1-B.

For additional inforMation refer to the following materials: Trueba,

Henry T. and Barnett-Mizrahi, Carol. Bilimual Multicultural Education

and the'Professional-From Theory to Practice. Rowley, Massachusetts:

Newbury Houie Publisher-s, Inc., 1979. pp. 11-19; 54-73; Spolsky, Bernard

and Cooper, Robert (eds). Frontiers of Bilingual Education. Rowley, Mass.:

New4ury House Publishers, 1977. pp. 94-105, 1-21; Cordasco, Francesco,
6

Bilingual Schooling in the United States: A Sourcebook for'Educational

Personnel. New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976.

pp. 66-158.

ACTIVITY I

1. Research of the different types of typologies and models.

2. Survey of the literature on differences betweekand among different

types of models.

3. Analysis of bilingual education projectsand how these fit the two

models presented. IIP

4. Development of the curriculum and staffing plah needed to implement

the two models.

5. Development of a series of classroom schedules suitable'to either one

of the two models.



Transitional Bilingual Education Model

SPAN I SH LANGUAGE IFSTRUCTION

ENG LI SH LANGUAG E

K-1§:r 2t1-1).
3 ET

t

IN ST RUCT ON

411-1- 121:111

TRANSPARENCY 1-A
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4,4

TRANSPARENCY 1-A

DISCUSSION

Transparency I-A is-an illustration of a transitional bilingual edu-

cation model. This model is used widely throughoOt the nation since it

provides for first language instruction only as a means to achieving

English proficiency,thus eliminating the first language at a certain

grade level.

A transitional bilingual program uses the child's first language

' alan interim medium of instruction until the child acquires fluency in

the second language. The child's first language is gradually replaced

byTnglish. The first language is either never used or it becomes only

a course within the existing curriculum.

Since most transitional programs usually eliminate the first language
, -

at the third grade level, the transparency illustrates this aspect. There

e the-thfrd-grade;-however, thts particular grade

seems to be preferred,for reasons that are difficult to assess. It is

quite possible-that some cftitdren can acqufre an acceptable-degree-of--

English language proficiency by or before the third grade, while others

may not. Some programs may allow first language instruction beyond the

third grade, but these programs are difficult to identify. Programs

that replace the first language during the first two grades are more

readily identifiable due to the degree of stress on English.

Transitional programs are many times called compensatory or remedial

since the use of the first language is primarily a remedy by which English

language deficiencies can be cured. This program provides a band-aid

effect. When the cure is realized, the band-aid is taken off and thrown

away.

1 4



The step effect or ladder shown on the transparendy shows the gradual

or rapid elimination of the first language. At the third grade, the child

is expected to go to the so-called uregularhu classroom at which time the

child is instructed only in English with the so-called "regular" children.



Maintenance Bilingual Education Model

Modified Plan

SPAN I SH LANG UAG E IN.ST-RUCT I Oil

ENO L I SH LANG UAG E IN ST RUCT I ON

K-12TH

TRANSPARENCY 1-8



TRANSPARENCY

'DISCUSSION

A maintenance bilingual education program emphaSizes the use of both

languages throughout a student's school career. Equal emphasis is given

to both languages, the child's first language and English. The purpose of

sucb a program is to provide the continuation and development of the

child's language skill in the first language and the acquisition of the

second language. Both languages may be treated on an equal basis; how-

this doeSbOt mean that'all-areas offthe curriculum will be taught

both languages for obvious reasons. Lt would be impossible to schedule

all curriculum areas for both languages due to time limitations: Curric-

ulum content in one or the other language will have to be determined by

individual school districts.



Maintenance Bilingual Education Model

Modified Plan

SPAN I SH AS A LANGUAGE

SPAN I SH LANGUAGE

INSTRUCTION ENGL I SH LANGUAGE

INSTRUCTION
ENGLISH LANGUAGE

INSTRUCTION

. ,

_1(76t_

TRANSPARENCY 17C

7TH-12TH



TRANSPARENCY 1-C

DISCUSSION

This particular model could be called a maintenance plan since

Spanish as a language is taught above the sixth grade. For this reason

it could be considered a modified plan. It couldeelso be a transitional

model since Spanish language instruction is replaced by an English airric-

ulum while Spanish is continued as a course beyond the sixth grade.

The Texas mandated programs for bilingual education are examples of

;a modified plan since in 1981 the legislature passed Senate Bill 477 in

which the state was required to implement a bilingual program from Kinder-

garten through the elementary grades. Elementary grades are thought to

include either K-5 or K-6 depending.on whether the sixth grade is part

of the elementary school or a part of the junior high school. The in-

clusion of the 6th grade as a part of one or the other iS dependent upon

uctu-m-of-each particular district. Spa

as a language is not required above the 5th or 6th grade since it is not

. specified in tbe bill.

The emphasis on the child's first language for this type of program

is theoretically required throughout the elementary school. Whether this

ts accomplished or not has yet to be determined since districts are not

ordinarily that closely monitored.



STAFFING PATTERNS I, II, AND III

tEARNING OBJECTIVE

The teacher trainee will be able to identify several characteristics

or aspects of a bilingual education classroom that affect program planning

and implementation to help students who are teacher trainees understand

the major factors that must be considered in the planning and implementation

,

of a self-contained classroom with one bilingual teacher who instructs

Students of7lifferent language abiljty.

ENABLING ACTIVITY I (ONE CLASS PERIOD)

The instructor will focus on the following: (1) present and discuss

*.transparencies 1-A, 1-B 1-C, and 1-D. Each transparency is followed by a

discussion of the content. (2) invite a bilingual teacher who is involved

with a self contained classroom to discuss the type of program she has

planned and implemented. The instructor can lead the discussion after the

presentation. Undergraduate students should be able to question the

presentor.

ACTIVITY I (DURING THE WEEK)

During the week the instructor should arrange for students.to observe

a bilingual classroom similar to the one presented in the transparency.

The observation could focus on the following: (1) number of students;

(2) number of students who have been identified as LEP, Spanish dominant,

and English dominant; (3) the instrument used to determine each of these

classifications e.g., the LAS test, home language survey, etc. (4) curric-
.

ulum content; (5) curriculum content taught in each of the languages;

(6) grouping procedures by language ability and then hy skills needs.

A simple and-brief observation instrument would suffice.



ACTIVITY 11 (FOLLOWING CLASS PERIOD)

I. Sharing and discussion of findfngs.

2. Refining of observation instrument to determine if the appropriate
.

information is being gathered.

3. Final activity for period: Present and discuss transparencies 2-A, 2-B,

2-C, 2-D, and 2-E of staffing pattern II; Present and discuss trans-

parenties 3-A and 3-B of staffing pattern III. This concludes the

staffing patterns that have one bilingual teacher in a self-contained

classroom.

4. Extended activities: A Title VII director or a bilingual program

director could be invited to discuss program planning and implementa-

tion with a particular school district. Students could refine the

observation instrument for future use and possible publication. Students

could develop an "ideal" implementation plan or handbook.

21
12



Staffing Pattern I

Self- contained classroom

. ONE BILINGUAL TEACHER

ALL STUDENTS ARE SPANISH DOMINANT.AND THUS ARE OF

LIMITED ENGLISH SPEAKI.NG PROFICIENCY

. TEACHER PLANS AND INSTRUCTS IN THE TWO LANGUAGES,

STUDENTS ARE GROUPED WITHIN.THE CLASSROOM ACCORDING

TO LANGUAGE ABILITY.

TRANSPARENCY 1-A

13 22



TRANSPARENCY 1-A

DISCUSSIQN

Staffing Pattern I consists of one bilingual teacher who is responsi-

ble for instruction in two languages that may be English and the students'

dominant language. The daily schedule should be divided into two parts:

one part of the day for instruction in English and the other part for in-

struction in the home language. (For the sake of discussion, it is assumed

that Spanish is the home fanguage..)

Many times there is a tendency to instruct primarily in English bem,

cause this is the language most teachers have more experience with. It is

essential to make a,serious effort to plan the Spanish program first so that

it is not left to chance or whenever time is available. This seems to be

a major problem with many bilingual programs. At the same time, some teach-

ers tend to emphasize Spanish language instruction because they obtain better

results in that lif@uage. This is due to the fact that the'students' domfnant
,

language is Spanish so they will of course tend to learn faster when instruct-

ed in Spanish. Neither of the situations described is desirable. Both lan-

guages are of equal importance during the early stages of instruction. Spanish

language instruction is important because that language is the dominant one,
?

a language the students know and understand/best. Conceptual development can

start immediateh% in'this language. English is very important since this lan-,

guage will serve the students throughout their lives. It is therefore *portant

that the teacher make a concerted effort to plan an instructional program in

both languages that is well organized and conceptualized.

Grouping within the classroom must be carried out according to language

ability. The.following trans rencies and discussion emphasize this point:

93



Curriculum Content and Language Usage for Staffing Pattern

(Phase I )

COMPLETELY SPANISH DOMINANT STUDENTS

1
SPANISH LANGUAGE,

' INSTRUCTION

ORAL LANGUAGE
DEVELOPMENT

IREADING READINESS

MOH - SDIENCE -
JOCIAL JTUDIES

24

ENGPSH LANGUAGE
iNSTRUCTION

ENGLISH ORALIANGUAGE
DEVELOPMENT USING
LSL METHODOLOGY,

-STRUCTURED AND
UNSTRUCTURED
TECHNIQUES

LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENT STUDENTS

SPANISH LANGUAGE

OSTRUCTION

ORAL LAIGuAdr
DEVELOWENT

IREADING READINESS

TH - VENCE
IAL -rump

TRANSPARENCY 1 B

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

IOSTRUCTIOk

ENGLISWLANGUAGE
EVELQPMENT USING
LNGLISH READER
VOCASULARY AND USING
STRUCTURED AND-UN-
STRUCTURED TECHNIQUES



TRANSPARENCY 14

DISCUSSION

t-

The curriculum content and language usage forStaffin05aftern
, .

I divides the students into iwobasAcigropps:''.#44eritslare toTPle, e,

Spanish dominant and studentiqi'6 haveqme Englishland aeelabele&-Plimited

English Oroficient.1' Both groups will.,receive instruct* inSpanish fit the

following: (1) oral _language development, ' (2) reading readiness, ,and

(3) math, science and-Social studies. Oral language development will con-:

sist of show-and-tell activities, nature walks and sharing time:- However,

----'--
this instruction will also include introduction of academic vocabulary related

either tp the school environment or taken from readers in science, mathematics
, . .

and sotial studies. 'Thpse terms can be considered as readiness vocabulary used

in language patterns that will be forthcoming. .An example of school environ-

ment vocabulary,may be .the following: (1) titles and names of school personnel,

such as "Mrs4 Smith, the principg1;:Mrs. Jones, the school

classroom, such as "windows," "doors," "chairs," "erasers,"

(3) following directions, such as "please erase the board"

(5). shapes, such as "the round clock," "the square table."

lary is of immediate use and certainly useful in the future

nurse," (2) the-

"penc-ils,'" etc:

(4) Colors and

All of this vocabu-,
_

instructional pro-

gram.

Oral janguage development is iMportant to these children since the

school ,environment is new to them. For example, children need to know that

the school has a principal (director/directora) or a school nurse (enferme-

ro/enfermera). Although Spanish is the dominant language, these two terms

may not be in their existing vocabulary; therefore, they must be taught..

Students are given the Ocetsary Spanish,label befor6 initiating instruction

16 26



in English. One must not assume that all vocabulary words and language

patterns have been acquired just because the students.speak Spanish.

,
Reading readinets in Spanish should consist of the normal readiness

program and should be based on the adapted texts. Math, science, and social

studies are grouped together; however, math must be taught in Spanish every

day with some emphasis on English math vocabulary. This instruction can be

given for at least ten minutes after each math period is finished. Science

and social studies should also be taught in Spanish with some time from each

period spent teaching particular vocabulary associated with each curriculum

area..

Vocabulary is emphasized so that children are made aware of the terminol-

ogy in English. Since the day is not long enough to include instruction

in all curriculum areas, it is recommended that science and social studies

be taught by unit: One unit in science is taught and then one unit in social

stddies, but not at the same time. In this way, both areas are edphasized

' but at different times.

English language instruction consists of English oral language develop-

ment using ESL methodology for the completely Spanish dominant child'and

English oral language development using English basal reader vocabulary for

the LEP child. The Spanish dominant students will experience a language

program that is highly structured. Commercially prepared ESL programs may

be used since most of these programs are based on language patterns and re-

petition. A more unstructured program may be included with them, which may

involve the addition of language patterns from the commercially prepa'red

materials presented in more natural setting. In other words, children can

be guided to use the language from the books in u4truCiured situations.

LEP children can be taught the vocabulary from the basal reader texts

by using itructured ind unstructured techniques. Repetition of language



patterns may be emphasized, but the'same pattern may be taught in unstruc-

tured situations that are more natural. Children will be encouraged to use

the vocabularY and patterwlearned in free discussion and role playing.or

dramatization.

28
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Curriculim Content and Language Usage for Staffing Pattern I

(Phase II )

COMPLETELY SPANISH Daqtwir STUDENTS

1

SPANISIi LANGUAGE

INSTRUCTION
ENGIrISH LANGUAGE

INSTRUCTION ,

LIMITED ENGUSHIROFICIENT STUDENTS

i
SPANISH LANGUAGE

INSTRUCTION

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

INSTRUCTION

READING

READINESS
READING

INITI4L

READING

READING

MATH

ENGLISH ORAL

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

USING ESL METHODOLOGY

EMPHASIZING VOCABULARY

FROM ENGLISH BASAL

READING PROGRAM

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
pEVELOPipT USING'
tNGLISH BASAL READER
VOCABULARY AhD UN-
STRUCTURED TECHNIQUES

SCINCE
SOCIAL bTUDIES

SCIENCE

SOCIAL STUDIES

TRANSPARENCY 1-C
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TRANSPARENCY 1-C

DIscussIoN

Phase II of Staffing.Pattern I includes additional English instruction

for both the LEP and the Spanish'dominant children. Reading readiness is

added for the Spanish dominant children; this should include only those

aspects of reading readiness that are unique to English. Directionality is

tcompletely left out since children have already ,been taught this concept in

Spanish. This is also the case with pre-writing skills, which should only

be taught once. English oral language development should continue but should

primarily include vocabulary and language patterns from the English basal

readers. This instruction can be considered a preparatory period in which

children become acquainted with the language of the readers in an oral con-

text.

Limited English Proficient students 'will begin initial reading in

English at this time. Before the first reader is introduced and the first

story is read, children should be taught the language of the reader. This

will help them experience the appropriate language in an appropriate setting.

This strateaV should be used with each story before it is read.

Spanish language instruction is basically the same as in Phase I, except

that at this time children are already reading from the basic text. This

instructiOn should be given everyday in a methodical manner. Comprehension

. skills should be emphasized. Phonetic skills should have been taught during

Phase I but these can be included as long as this is not the emphasis of the

reading program. Phonics is only a word attack or word recognition skill

and should not be the center of the reading program. Phonics is not,reading;

it is only a skill that will help children decipher phonetically.

Science, math and social studies can continue to be taught in Spanish

20



for both groups of children; however, more and more English can be used

when appropriate. The pacing can be left to the teacher's discretion since

she would be in'the best position to make this-decision. Care should be

taken that these content and skills areas not he taught completely in

Spanish since chil&en would not then be ready for an all English program.
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Currkulum Content and Language Usage for Staffing Pattern I

(Phase H)

COMPLETELY SPANISH DOMINANT STUDENTS

Si
SPANISH LANGUAGE

INSTRUCTION

1

READING

SCIENCE

SOCIAL STUDIES

St
ENGI,ISO LANGUAGE

INSTRUCTION
.4

INITIAL
READING

LIMITED P4EGLISH PROFICIENT STUDENTS

SPANISHAANGUAGE
INSTRUCTION

ING

ENGLISH ORAL

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

USING ESL METHODOLOGY

EMPHASIZING VOCABULARY

FROM ENGLISH BASAL

READING PROGRAM

SCIENCE UNIT IN SPANISH
SOCIAL STUDIES UNIT IN ENGLISH

SCIENCE UNIT IN ENGLISH

SOCIAL STUDIES UNIT IN SPANISH

I MATH j

TRANSPARENCY 1-D

LSCIENCE

SOCIAL STUDIES

ENGLISHLANGUAGE
INSTRUCTION

READING

1

1

ENGLISH LANGUASE

DEVELOPMENT US'ING

BASAL READER VOCABU-

LARY UNSTRUCTURED

TFCHNIPUFS

SCIENCE UNIT IN SPANISH
SOCIAL STUDIES UNIT IN ENGLISH

SCIENCE UNIT IN ENGLISH
SOCIAL STUDIES UNIT IN SPANISH 3 4



TRANSPARENCY 1-D

DISCUSSION

Phase III of Staffing Pattern I is a transitional one in which stu-

dents begin to receive more,EngliSh instructiOn The Engljsh program will

consist of the following for SpaniSh dominant students: (1) initial read-

ing; (2) English oral language development; and (3) certain units of initial

reading in science and social studies. Before,introducing the first reader, ,

the teacher should give the students the opportunity to experience vocabulary

and language patterns related to the reader in an oral context. This strat-

egy'should be implemented with eacA story. Students will feel A)ore comfort-

able with the printed page if the vocabulary item and the language structure

have 'been presented orally before reading is initiated. There is no time lost

in using this approach; indeed, learning and teaching will become more effi-

cient and meaningful. The results should be beneficial to all concerned and

success more readily achieved.

Limited English proficient students will now be reading in both languages;

however, they should be more advanced in the Spanish reading program. Care

must be taken to see that skills are always taught first in Spanish before

these same skills are introduced in English. Analyzing when particular skills

are taught in both Spanish and in English readers is excellent practice for

teachers and provides expertise in planning when skills.must be taught in each

language. Some adjustments may be made; for example, in teaching the comprehen-

sion skill of locating the "main idea," it should be noted that obtaining the

main idea from a selection is difficult enough without the problem of decoding

in a second language. If students are taught to find the main idea in

Spanish first, when this is taught in English later, the process will be easier



and more effective. In other words, the experience of locating the "main

idea' in Spanish will facilitate identifying the "main idea" in English.

There is a lot to be gained and nothing to be lost.

Math can continue to be taught in Spanish; however, 'more' English can

be used as children become more and more proficient. Math' can.be taught,

'bilinguallysinte this particular curriculum area lends itselr'0 this

strategy. Eventually, math can be taught all in English. However, story

, problems, must be taught in an oral context first so that children will

understand.

Science and social studies can again be taught by unit, one in science

in Spanish and one in social studies in English. The second units Will be

taught in the same way except that at this time the second unit in science

is to beutaught in English and the second unit in social studies in Spanish.

At no time should the same unit in either content area be taUght first in

Spanish and then in English. This would involve needless repetitiOn of con-

tent and would risk becoming boring.



Staffing Pattern , H

Self-contained classroom

. n_NE BILINGUAL TEACHER

MOST STUDENTS ARE OF LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENCY;

SOME ARE BILINGUAL AND SOME ARE ENGLISH DOMiNANT

THE tEACHER PLANS AND INSTRUCTS IN THE TWO LANGUAGES;

STUDENTS ARE'GROUPED WITHIN THE CLASSROOM ACCORDING TO

INDIVIDUNL LANGUAGE NEEDS.

TRANSPARENCY 2-A

25
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TRANSPARENCY 2-A

..DISCUSSIQN
:\

Staffing Pattern II-focutes on a self-contained classroom with a bi-

lingual teacher. Most of the students are of limited English proficiency;

however, some may be bilingual 'while other4s are English dominatit. This will

necessitate an instructional program for each of these groups. ,In order to

make grouping less of a problem, the bilingual children can be grouped with

the limited English proficient students for Spanish language instruction in

selected curriculum areas. The teacher will still be able to form three ba-

sic groups unless individualization is the mode of instruction.

ae.k
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Grouping of Students for Staffing Pattern II

GROUP A LEP'STUDENTS'- INSTRUCTION PRIMARILY IN SPANISH

WITH ENGLISH ORAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT TO FOCUS

ON ENGLISH BASAL READER VOCABULARY.

,

GROUP B BILINGUAL INSTRUCTION IN SPANISH AND ENGLISH

WLTH EMPHASIS ON ENGLISH FOR ABOUT OF THE DAY.

GROUP ENGLISH DOMINANT ALL ENGLISH INSTRUCTION WITH

LNSTRUCTION IN SPANISH AS A LANGUAGE STUDY 6UIDE.

TRANSPARENCY 2-B

3
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Conceptual framework for Curriculum

Conten:t and Language Usage

LEP

Spanish

ORAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

READING--LANGUAGE ARTS

English

3. ORAL-LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

4. READING READINESS (AT APPROPRIATE TIME)

5. READING,(AT APPROPRIATE TIME)

Spanish- English

6h MATH--BILINGUALLY

7. SCIENCE--QNE UNIT IN ENGLISH, ONE IN
JPANISH

8. SOCIAL STUDIESLONE UNIT IN ENGLISH, ONE
IN SPANISH

0.

TRANSPARENCY 2-C
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TRANSPARENCY 2-C

DISCUSSION

-Spanish oral language development should be emphasized in the first

three.grades (K - 2) and should include yocabulary from basal readers and..

from science and social studies curriculum.

Reading 7 language.arts should include reading, writing, spe3ling and

language study.. Reading should begin after reading readiness skilis are taught;

English oral Tanguage development should be emphasized continuously

throughout the first four 6ra4es (K - 3). This instruction should not be drop-.

ped until students re reading at an.appropriate level in English. The emphasis

shoilld be on vocabulary from.the basal readers. This will permit the teacher to

acquaint the students with vocabulary prior to reading or introducing'a particu-
,

lar story. English reading should not be introduced too early. Students should

be well advanced into tbe Spanish-reading ,program before English reading is in-
.

troduced. Little time will be lost, since development of concepts and skills is

proceeding in Spanish.

Reading readiness in English should consist only of those readiness skilis

.directly related to the English language. Directionality §hould not be taught

again. Visual discrimination and visual memory should be continued but must in-
_

clude only letter and word discrimination skills development which relate to Eng-

- "lith. Pre-writing skills are not taught again since these have already been

, taught in Spanish. -These skills are the same in either language. Phonetic in-

struction must be taught since the_sound systems are not exactly elike. However,

student should bemade aware of the similarities between the two sound systems.

English reading is to be introduced at the'appropriate time: when students

Kaye become literate in the' three skills of speaking, reading, and writing in

Weir first language, Spanish. English vdcabulary from readers should be intro-
_



duced in the oral language development component. (See #3.) .

Math may be tauiht bilingually since the number system and the mathemati-

cal operations Are the same in either language. However, students need prac-

tice in English math vocabulary while being taught bilingually. The approach

may be followed until all students can deal with mathematics entirely in Eng-

lish. Spanish inay still be used when needed. Story problems must be taught

first in an oral context to facilitate the acquisition of reading and compre-
,

hension skills.

At the very early stages, science and social studies may be taught

in Spanish only so that students can acqutre the appropriate vocabulary. At

'a later time, When students' grasp of the English language is more firm, these

subj ect matter areas may be taught in unit format. In a transitional bilingual .

program, both science and social studies will eventually be taught in English

° only.



Conceptual Framework for Curriculum

Content and Language Usage

Bilingual

NROMMI,

0 Spanish

13 ORAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

2, READING-LANGUAGE ARTS

English

3, ORAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

M. READING READINESS

5, READING

6 f*T1-1

7, SCIENCE

8, SOCIAL STUDIES

Ire

TRANSPARENCY 2-D
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TINISPAREC 2-D

DISCUSSION

Since the students described in this staffing pattern are bilingual,

Spanish language instruction will consist primarily of maintenance of the

language so that this acquired skill is not lost but rather enhanced. At

the same time, maintenance of the Spanish language will prevent a break

between home and school language preference, and both academic achievement

and self-concept will be serve'd in a very positive way.

Spariish 'reading is important to bilingual children since they will be

introduced to reading in the language in which they are probably more pro-

ficient. They need to become literate in the Tanguage of greater profi-

ciency. Reading readiness, which is introduced before basal texts, should

ificlude all readiness skills. Since reading readiness skills in Spanish

will be introduced first, it is very important that all of these skills be

taught, including pre-writing skills.

EngliSh oral language development: All Children, whether LEP, biljngua),

or English dominant, need oral language development since this is a pre--

requisite to reading and writing. The OLD program can consist of vocabulary

and language structures from the English basal reading program. This will

prepare children for the reading program so they will learn to read without

undue stress.

The English phonics program should not be taught at the same time as

the Spanish phonics program. In this way confusion between the two sound

systems will be minimal. It is suggested that instruction in English

phonetics be kept to a minimum and that the global or sight word approach

be'used e4tensively at the early stages. Perhaps some stress should be

given to the different sounds of the English vowels since these deviate

.32,



extentively from the Spanish.

English reading readiness should stress,the readiness skills that are

connected to the particular language, English. Directionality and pre-

writing skills should have already been taught in Spanish and therefore

should not be repeated.

English reading: As has already been suggested, English reading could

perhaps be taught more efficiently and economically through the global or

sight word approach. Some of the children can be placed with the reading

group of English dominant children.since it is quite possible that they are

able to work with these groups very effectively.

Math, science, and social studies: All these curriculum areas can be

taught in English. The children can be grouped with the English dominant

students.
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Conceptual Framewoik for Curriculum

Content and Language Usage

English Dominant

[Spanish

1. SPANISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

English

[II2, ALL OTHER CURRICULUM AREAS

TRANSPARENCY 2-E

<1 6
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TRANSPARENCY 2-E

DISCUSSION,

Spanish-as-a-second-language: English dominant children may be taught.

panish-as-a-second-language. A better label for this may be Spanisk as a

foreign language since these children are not always able to practice

their Spanish in the same way that LEP and bilingual children are able to

practice their English. In order to facilitate the grouping for instruc-

tion process, these children can be grouped with the bilinguals for most

of the English.instruction.

Other curriculum areas: It will be necessary to provide these children

with English instruction:in all other curriculum areas.



Staffing Pattern III

Self- Contained classroom

ONE BILINGUAL TEACHER

MOST STUDENTS ARE LEP AND SOME ARE BILINGUAL.

'T E TEACH'ER PLANS AND INSTRUCTS IN THE TWO LANGUAGES.

STUDENTS AU GROUPED WITHIN THE CLASSROOM ACCORDING TO

INDIVIDUAL LANGUAGE NEEDS.

TRANSPARENCY 3-A
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TRANSPARENCY 3-A

DISCUSSION

Staffing Pattern III is for a self-contained classroom with a bilin-

gual teacher who will be planning and instructing in the two languages.

Most of Ihe students are of limited English proficiency while smile are bi-

lingual. Both groups can,be combined for much of the Spanish language

instruction. English language instruction will have to be dealt with

differently .since the bilingual children will need more of it than the

LEP children, e'specially'in,the initial stages. However, it seems un-

likely that many of the students frOm fhe LEP group will ever be at the

same level of instruction in English as the bilingual group. Perhaps

some.will, but mot will not.

eV
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Conceptual Framework for Curriculum

Content and Language Usage

LEP

E2.

,

Spanish

ORAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

READING --LANGUAGE ARTS

English

3, ORAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

4, READING READINESS (AT APPROPRIATE TIME)

51 READING (AT APPROPRIATE TIME)

Spanish-- English

6, MATH--BILINGUALLY

7, SCIENCE--pNE UNIT IN ENGLISH, ONE IN
JPANISH

8, SOCIAL STUDIES--ONE,,UNIT IN ENGLISH, ONE
IN JPANISH

TRANSPARENCY 3-B
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, TRANSPARENCY 3-B

DISCUSSICN

Spanish oral-language development should be emphasized throughout the

primani grades (K-3) and should include vocabulary from all curriculum

areas. This instruction should be planned and structured to achieve

maximum results.'

Spanish reading readiness should include all readiness areas to assure

that children are prepared for the more formal reading tasks. This in-

clUdes directionality, visual discrimination, visual memory tasks, initial

phonics, and vocabulary/language that is a part of the Spanish reading

program. Pre-writing skills should also be included.

Spanish reading and language arts should include initial reading,

writing, spelling, and language. Ideally, the writing and spelling lessons

should come from the content of the basal 'readers. Children should be

writing and spelling words and sentence patterns taken from the basic

texts. Ideally, the mechanics of the language should also be taught as

these appear in the reading selections.

English oral language development should focus on vocabulary and sen--

tence patterns from the basic English readers. This instruction must be

given prior to reading a particular text or a particular story selection.

This is important since the LEP children are not fluent in the English

language. Spanish oral language development is taught differently because

this is the language of greater dominance and students are quite fluent in

it.

English reading readiness must not include directionality and pre-

writing skills since this will involve needless repetition. Other readiness

tasks will include-those aspects of English that are unique to the language
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such as phonetic skills, refinement of visual discrimination, and visual

memory tasks. English vocabulary and language patterns must continue to

be emphasized.

Reading and the other language arts such as writing, spelling,and the

mechanics of language should be taught on a regular basis and should

emphasize the content of the basal readers. Ideally, children should be

learning to write and spell the vocabulary and sentence patterns from the

basal texts through dictation exercises.

Math can be taught bilingually, which requires that the teacher use one

language or the other to teach basic concepts. There should b a gradual

increase of the English language until all math instruction is in English.

Story problems should be taught with stress on the language content to be

sure that students know what is asked. This may require an oeal language

development lesson for comprehension purposes. It is not enough to know

that children have trouble with storS, problems. One must find 'the means

by which the problems can be minimized. The following is one way in which

these problems can be attacked: (I) review the vocabulary content; (2)

re-read the problem; (3) identify the logical implications for determining

the math operation that needs to be used; (4) re-read the problem; (5)

demonstrate the proper procedure; (6) let children work the following

story problems.

Science and social studibs can be taught in both languages; however,

the mixture of the two languages must be minimal. One unit in science

may be taught in Spanish while one unit in social studies is taught in

English. The next unit in science is to be taught in English while the

next unit in social studies is taught in Spanish. These units should al-

ways be presented at the same time so that there is sufficient instruction

40
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in both languages throughout each day. If both subjects are taught in

Spanish during the same day, language study in both languages is minimal

and not as effective.

41
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STAFFING.PATTERN IV

LEARNING OiJECTIVE

:Me teacher trainee will be able to identify,several factprs and charac-

teristics of a team teaching-bilingual education classroom that have an

effect on program planning and implementation.

ENABLING ACTIVITY I (ONE CLASS PERIOD)

The instructor will.focus on the following: (1) present and discuss

transparericies.4-A, 4-B, and 4-Cj (2) discuss the following: (a) what

are the problems encountered when,two teachers work together in this type

of classroom organization? (b). what type of program can be planned to.

meet the needs of an all LEP group? (c) how is this pattern different

from the one with a self-containedsorganizational pattern? (d) why is

grouping for instructional needs easier with this pattern? Or is it? Why?

ACTIVITY I

Students are to submit an analysis of this staffing pattern that ad-

dresses the following issues: (1) efficiency of the staffing pattern;s.

(2) the type ofrditrict where this would be suitable and why? (3) i..ts

positive and negative aspects.
1-.

ENABLING ACTIVITY II

The instructor will'focus on'transparencies 4-B and 4-C and discuss the

content. DiscuaSion should addeess the following: (1) the,rationale far -

Phase I and Phase II; (2) rationale for one unit in Spanish and one in

English for science and social studies;- (3) the equal distribution'of

curriculum areas for each teacher; (4) how math can best be taught by

both teachers; .(5) are reading readiness and activittes ta'be taught
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twice, once in Spanish and once in English and are any excluded in'English

due to tbe sithilarities between certain ones? (6) is there a need for a

Phase III and, if so, hoW would it be different than the other two initial

Phases?

ACTIMMIll

Students could do the following: (I) visit a team teaching classroom
.i>

if one is Available; (2) submit a tfiree-page analysis of the staffing

yattern; (3) develop one that is better and more suitable tofl. their partic-

ular areas; (4) make-a group reportin which all students participate for

the liurpose of deciding the type of communities where this would be appli-;

cable,



Staffing Pattern IV

Teani teaching (two classrooms)

ONE BILINGUAL TEACHER AND ONE NON-BILINGUAL TEACHER,

, FIFTY TO SIXTY CHILDREN IN THE TWO CLASSROOMS,

ALL CHILDREN ARE OF LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENCY

THE BILLNGUAL TEACHER PLANS AND INSTRUCTS IN SPANISH

AND THE NON-BILINGUAL TEACHER PLANS AND INSTRUCTS IN

ENGLISH, ALL PLANNING WILL NEED TO BE DONE COOPERA-

TIVELY,

CHILDREN WILL NEED TO BE GROUPED ACCORDING TO INDI-

VIDUAL NEEDS AND LEVELS OF LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY,

TRANSPARENCY 4-A
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TRANSPARENCY 4-A

DISCUSSICN

Staffing Pattern IV consists of,two teachers, one bilingual and one

non-bilingual: Anywhere from 50-60 children will be served by the two

teachers. All of the children are of limited EnglisOproficiency (LEP).

It is hoped that these children are not all LEP students because they

were segregated but only because of a natural course of events. Needless

to say, a homogeneous grogp such_ as this is undesirable since the chil-

dren will not have any role models. It is better if,different groups are

mixed'so that each group will be able to learn from the other. Neverthe-

less, teachers can perform in a very effective 4nd efficient manner if

there is considerable planning which addresses the students' spectfic heeds.

Although all children are of limited English proficiency, they will

tend to differ in many ways,such as matuPity level, readiness for acade-

mic work, home environment, and attitudes. They also may possess many

strengths that should be built upon. They are-able to communicate effec-
,

tively in their dominant language, they possess a willingness to learn,

and they are eager to please. This will set the stage for learning; the

teachers have only to plan an instructional program that is especially

developed according to their needs. It is,important that the teachers'

attitudes about these chfldren be positive and that their committmeneto

help them learn be uppermost in their minds. These children can learn

and will learn with a well-planned program.

The bilingual teacher in this pattern will be responsible for Spanish

language instruction. This ddes not mean that she cannot use English in

the classroom; however, her major role is to plan and instruct in Spanish.

All the Spanish curriculum will be her responsibility. The non-bilingual
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teacher will be responsible for English langua0 instruction. This also

does not mean that she c-annot use Spanish; however, her major role is to

plan all the English language instructional program.

This type of staffing pattern requires team teaching. This means

that both teachers will work as a team and plan as a team. All of the

50 to 60 children are the responsibility of both teachers and not just

the 25 or 30 that each will have in her homeroom. This pattern will only

be successful if both teacheet are able to work together in a cooperative

manner. This implies a discussion of_the instructional needs of indivi-

dual children as well as the needs of.particular groups of children.
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Curriculum Content and Language Usage for Staffing Pattern IV

(Phase I)

BILINGUAL. TEACHER

SPANISH LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION

ORAL LANGUAGE

DEVELOPMENT

TH

REARINESS
AND KEADING

SPELLING
WRITING

NON-BILINGUAL TEACHER

ENGLISH LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION

SCIENCE

SOCIAL STUDIES

. ONE UNIT IN SPANSIH

ONE UNIT IN ENGLISH

ORAL LANGUAGE
DEVELOPMENT

ESL

P.E. MUSIC, AND ART ACTIVITIES BY INDIVIDUAL TEACHERS

TRANSPARENCY 4-B



TRANSPARENCY 4-B

DISCUSSION

The curriculum content in a team teaching staffing arrangement is the

same as in all other bilingual classrooms except that this arrangement in-

volves two teachers, one bilingual and one non-bilingual. Children will

. need to be divided between the two-teachers for specific types of language

instruction and subject matter. The bilingual teacher will teach oral

language development in Spanish, reading readiness, and reading when the

children are ready. Math can be taught bilingually, in Spanish and English,

to children who have greater dominance in Spanish. Math should eventually

be'taught totally in English. For the LEP student, a language instruction-

al program in English must be included so that children learn how to express

math terminology and the content of story problems; however, the rather

can use Spanish as needed to clyify concepts and other content. This in-

struction will need to be highly structured and presented at a pace suit-

able for this particular group.

file non-bilingual teacher will teach English oral language development

to children who speak some English, but who.are nevertheless limited in

,that language. The content for this program should focus on the vocabulary

and language patterns.of the English basal readers and is preparatory in

nature. Oral language development instruction must be carefully planned so

that appropriate content and language is learned. First, the vocabulary

frOM the basal readirs must be listed. Second, sentence patterns that

reflect this vocabulary must be prepared and taught with corksiderable

practice and concrete examples of each vocabulary word. This process

should be followed with each basal reader before children can be expected

to begin reading. Third, students can develop their own stories using the
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vocabulary from the readers. The process is similar to the language

experience approach except that the content is imposed by,the teacher and

the textbooks.

The English-as-a-second-language component is added so that children

who are more limitea in English can be taught as a group with second

language methodology. This kind of group needs instruction that is more

structured and more methodically presented.

Math in English is primarily for children who have a greater command

-of the English language. However, the need still exists for language

development in which story problem vocabulary is directly taught as a

part of the math program.

Science and social studies can be divided into units, one in each

language. While the bilingual teacher teaches a science unit in Spanish,

fhe non-bilingual teacher can teach a social stUdies unit in English.

This can be done on a per-semester basis: the bilingual teacher teaches

science in Spanish all semester and the non-bilingual teacher teaches

social studies in English all semester. At mid-term, teachers trade

either classrooms'or children at which ttme the'bilingual teacher teaches

the other children social studies in Spanish while the non-bilingual teacher

teaches science in English to the other children. Science and social

studies units must be divided equally throughout the school year so that

halfof the units are taught the first semester and half the second semester.

-

In this way; children would have studied 'half the units.in social studies
1

and science in Spanish and half in English. Needless repetition of content

is minimized in this manner.

Music, art and physical education activities are to be conducted by

the individual teachees for their own students.
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It must be noted at this time that this staffing plan addresses

only language distribution of the curriculum content. Children are to

be grouped as a unit of 50 to 60 children, and then small groups must

be organized for different types of instruction with individual teachers.

63
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Curriculum Content and Language Usage for Staffing Pattern IV

(Phase II )

BILINGUAL TEACHER

SPANISH LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION

ORAL LANGUAGE

DEVELOPMENT

SPELLING
WRITING

0.

NON-BILINGUAL TEACHER

ENGLISH LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION

SCIENCE

SocIAL STUDI ES

ONE UNIT IN SPANSIH

ONE UNIT IN ENGLISH

COAL LANGUAGE
DEVELOPMENT

Th

P.E., MUSIC, AND ART ACTIVITIES BY iNDIVIDUAL TEACHERS

TRANSPARENCY 4-C

SPELLING
WRITING



TRANSPARENCY 4-C

DISCUSSICN

Transparency 4-C includes the curriculum content and language usage

for Staffing pattern Ill; Phase II. Phase II includes only basic instruc-

tion in the two languages. The bilingual teacher teaches oral language

development based on the vocabulary and language patterns found in the

Spanish readers. This will give students experience with the language

of the readers and thus facilitate the reading process: Spelling and

writing skills should be taught primarily based on what the student has

learned to read. The child will learn to spell and write what he/she has

learned to read.

Math continues to be taught either bilingually or all in English

depending on how many children are still having difficulty with the English

language. If only two or three children are still functioning only in

Spanish, they can be taught primarily in Spanish on an individual basis

while other children are taught primaril; in English.

The nen-bilingual teacher can continue oral language development in

English based on the vocabulary of the reader. This process should never

be stopped,at least through the first four grades, K-3. Children experi-

encing difficulty with the English language should continue with ESL which

ilitludes second language methodology. Though the ESL group will be small

by this time, they must continue to study English in this manner. These

students can, however; be included.with the other oral language group.

The ESL instruction is just another means by which English can be acquired.

Students are getting a double dose of English oral language development

but in different ways.

Reading readiness should also be taught in'English but must include
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only the readiness skills directly related to the language, such as visual

dis'erdmination of letter-to-letter and word-to-word correspondence as well

as phonics. Children can learn that certain sounds in English are the same

as in Spanish.

Spelling and writing can be taught as separate subjects in English.

Another way in whjch these can be taught is to teach children to write and

spell what thexhave learned to read. This will provide reinforcement which

should'prOve helpful to the reading process.

Great care should be taken by both teachers when teching phonics since

the possibility exists that children may become confused if both phonetical

systems are taught at the same time. It would be appropriate to teach

Spanish phonetics first before children start tti read in Spanish. In this

wayo students will not be as confused when the English reading ftogram is

introduced. English reading programs tend to include a heavy phonics unit.

Science and social studies can be taught in both languages, one unit

in Spanish and one in English. This can be done by semesters: science

is taught in English and social studies in Spanish. Another po ibility

is for the bilingual teacher to teach one science unit in Spanish while

the non-bilingual teacher teaches one social studies unit in English.

After completion of the first units, each teacher trades either classrooms

or stud4tt during the designated period, and the students who were taught

social studies in English will now be taught a science unit in Spanish.

The students who were taught science in Spanish will now be taught social

studies in English. This type of arrangement requires careful planning

and scheduling. Both teachers must work together closely and must get

along well.

P.E., Music, and art activities may be conducted by individual teachers

with their respective homerooms.
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STAFFING PATTERN V

LEARNING OBJECTIVE

The teacher trainee will be able to identify several factors that ake

unique to a team teaching classroom.where LEP children are-mixed with other

children and where one teacher is not bilingual.

ENABLING ACTIVITY I

The instructor will focusion transparencies 5-A, 5-B, and 15-C. Discus-
:

sion could focus on the following: (1) -positive aspects of havihg a class-

room with children of different langu4ge abilities; (2) concerns with

grouping procedures (One teacher is not bilingual and the children are

mixed); (3) the curriculum content for all groups -- which curriculum

area is to be taught, in which language, and by whom; (4) how math can

be taught bilingually; (5) rationale for sciencevand social studies

being 4aught by units, one in English and one in Spanish; .(6) concerns

about whether all reading readiness skills should be taught twice;

(7) when reading in'English should be initiated; (8) in which currit-

ulum areas all-groups can be mixed or heterogeneously grouped.
\

ACTIVITY I

1. Submit an.analysis of this staffing pattern on the positive and negative .

aspects.

2. Do research on the best means for grouping that is of greater benefit to

.children.

3. Make a survey of bilingual teachers within the immediate area to deter-

mine the type of staffing patterns being utilized. (A survey instrument

could be developed by the class, tested for clarity,,and used to obtain

the needed information.)
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4. Students could visit and observe bilingual classrooms to determine

curriculum content, time allocations, language )2Jsage, and materials

utilization.
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Staffing Pattern V

Team teaching (two classrooms)

ONE BILINGUAL TEACHER AND ONE NON-BILINGUAL TEACHER.

MOST CHILDREN ARE LEP, SOME ARE BILINGUAL, AND SOME

ARE ENGLISH DOMINANT,

THE BILINGUAL TEACHER PLANS AND INSTRUCTS IN SPANISH,

'411)."THE'NON-15ILINGUAL'TEACHERPii:ANSANDIATRUCTS:IN

ENGLISH

R_TUDENTS ARE GROUPED WITHIN THE CLASSROOMS ACCORDING

TO LANGUAGE ABILITY,

TRANSPARENCY 5-A
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TRANSPARENCY 5-A

DISCUSSION

Staffing Pattern V is a team teaching situation with one bilingual

teacher and one non-bilingual teacher. The bilingual teacher plans and

teaches in Spanish and the non-bilingual teacher plans and instructs'in

Englishr It is of tutmost importance that both teachers plan cooperatively

to insure that all children receive the type of instruction most appro=

priate to their individual needs. If this does not occur, groups will

tend to remain stable aiid rigid, and this in turn will limit the develop-

ment of skills within each:group.

Joint planning will insure teacher awareness Of skills being taught

in one or.the other language. Needleis repetition of rsimilar skills will

be avoided. "Great 'cire shOuld be taken to team togetherleachers who are

flexible.and willing partners and who are willing to sacrifice to some

degree individual autonomy. The sacrifice will not be detrimental to

each individual teacher since both are there to teach in the best way pos-

sible. The strengths that each teacher brings to the classroom will be

emphasized to a greater exten't since each will be responsible only for

planning and teaching in one language.



Grouping of Students for Staffing Pattern V

Group B
English

inant

Group A
Limited

English

Proficiency

Group C

ilingual

GROUP A LEP STUDENTS FNSTRUCTION PRIMARILY IN SPANISH

WITH ENGLISH ORAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT TO FOCUS

ON ENGLISH BASAL READER VOCABULARY.

GROUP B ENGLISH DOMINANT ALL ENGLISH INSTRUCTION IN-

CLUDING A SPANISH-AS-A-SECOND LANGUAGE UNIT,

GROUP C BILINGUAL INSTRUCTION IN SPANISH IN SELECTED

CURRICULUM AREAS WITH EMPHASIS ON ENGLISH FOR

MOST OF THE DAY,

TRANSPARENCY 5-B
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TRANSPARENCY 5-B-

DISCUSSION

Limited English Proficient students will receive instruction primarily

in Spanish with a heavy concentrafion of oral language development in English.

OLD (oral langUage development) in English will focus on Ciocabulary and lan-

guage-patterns taken from the English basal readers'. Additional ot'al lang-

guage development activities should be taken from the.content areas, science

and social studies. This can either precede or follow science or social

studies lessons. Math.can be taught bilingually: primarily in Spanish for

the more Spanish dominant students Within the LEP group and primarily in

English for the more English proficient students. The division of languages

does not have to be strictly adhered to, but teachers must make sure that

_children acquire the appropriate vocabulary in_English. Eventually, math

will be taught all,in English since if is considered one of the most culture-

free areaS of instruction. This is also necessary since most bilingual pro-

grams across the nation areetransitional in nature. A maintenance program

would include the opposite - math would be taught in both languages through-

out the grades.

English dominant children will be taught an all-English program which

can include a study of Spanish-as-a-second-language. Since this particular

group is usually small, these children may be able to learn Spanish quickly

because the larger group is Spanish speaking. If the English dominant

group were larger, Spanish language learning would probably be less since

the role models would not be there. In this case, the grpup would more than
.

likely learn Spanish as a foreign language and not as a,second language.

The bilingUal group will receive instruction primarily in English fn

"most curriculum areas while being instructed in Spanish in certain selected
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curriculum areas. These bilingual students can be grouped with the LEP

students for Spanish language instruction and with the English dominant

students for English language instruction. This will facilitate the group-

ing procedures.
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Conceptual Framework for Curriculum Content

and Language Usage

LEP

[ Spanish

1, ORAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

2. READING-LANGUAGE ARTS

ANII

English

3, ORAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

4, READING.READINESS (AT APPROPRIATE TIME)

5. READING (AT APPROPRIATE TIME)

"MINN=

Spanish-English

6. MATH--BILINGUALLY

7. SCIENCE --QNE UNIT IN ENGLISH, ONE IN
JPANISH

8. SOCIAL STUDIES --ONE,UNIT IN ENGLISH, ONE
IN JPANISH

TRANSPARENCY 5-C1
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Conceptual Framework for Cqrriculum Content

and Language Usage

English Dominant

4B

Bilingual

[ Spanish

1 SPANISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

English

2. ALL OTHER CURRICULUM AREAS
41

Spanish

1, ORAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

2, READINGLAI;IGUAGE ARTS
1141111

English

3. ORAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

4. READING READINESS READING

5. MATH

6. SCIENCE

7, SOCIAL STUDIES

TRANSPARENCY 5-C2
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TRANSPARENCY 5-C1 Am 5-C2

DISCUSSICN

The curriculum content and language usage for Staffing Pattern V is

similar to Staffing Pattern II since both serve children who are of limited

- English proficiency, bilingual, and English dominant. The difference is

in the number of teachers, the language each will teach, and the organiza-

tional pattern each one utilizes. This is a team teaching situation with

one bilingual teacher who will teach in the Spanish language and one non-

bilingual teacher whO will teach'in English. Since both teachers instruct

students who,are not completely Spanish dominaht, both will eventually be

involved with English language instruction.

It will be noted that LEP studenti will receive instruction in Spahish

-in the following,curriculum areas: (1) ord1 language development; (2)'

reading and language arts. English instruction will consist of the follow-

ing: (1) oral language development; (2) reading readiness - when appropriate

and (3) reading, at the appropriate time. Spanish and English' instruction

will include (1) math taught bilingually, (2) science - one unit in Spanish

and One in English, and (3) social studies - one unit in Spanish and one in

English.

Oral language development for LEP students should include show-and-

tell activities, sharing time and nature walks at which time children

will have the opportunity to observe and talk about their school environ-

ment. It can also include specific vocabulary related to the Spanish

reading program and the content areas including science and social studies.

The reading and language arts instruction includes reading readiness pre-

paration such as directionality, visual discrimination, visual memory, initial

phonics instruction, and pre-writing skills. Spelling and writing skills



form part of the instruction. Students should learn to spell and write

what they lea'rn to read. This strategy should serve as a reinforcement

of material read and should be continued throughout the grades. This is

especially helpful in Spanish since there are very few such books or texts

available.

English oral language development for LEP students should consist of

an intensive oral language program which is both structured and unstructured.

A structured program may be used such as commercially available ESL programs.

The ESL programs are primarily for the more Spanish dominant children or

the more severely limited in English language skills. These programs insure

a methodical and sequential development of English language skills without

undue stress on teacher time. However, care should be exercised when using

this typo of program since they'may tend to become too mechanical and bor-

ing. Varied activities should be incfuded to make language learning more,

exciting and more meaningful.

The ESL program should be used in conjunction with a diagnostic pro-

cess. Teachers will need to observe students ' speech patterns and lan-

guage usage in order to eliminate lessons children do not need. Frequent-

ly, lessons can be skipped if children do not need the language patterns

emphasized.

Reading readiness in English should be carefully planned so that

readiness activities already taught in Spanish,are not duplicated. Skills

such as directionality need only be taught once. This is also true of

pre-writing skills and initial visual discrimination and visual memory

skills such as picture-to-picture, shape-to-shape and letter-to-letter

activities. Only those skills that directly involve the English language

need be taught, such as word-to word visual discrimination and visual

memory. Phonics,instruction in English can also be considered a readiness
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skill since it is included in the reading programs of many readiness

texts. A better approach is to teach phonics as children learn to read,

using the sight word approach.

Reading readiness in English should not be taught at the same time

as reading readiness in Spanish is.taught. This would involve needless

repetition of content. Initial reading should also not be taught in

English at the same time that initial reading is tauaht in Spanish. The

English reAlling program should not be initiated until children are able

to, speak the language with an appropriate degree of fluency.

English reading for LEP students should include a language program

related to the -vocabulary and language patterns from the selected readers.

Students should be introduced to the forthcoming language content in an

oral context. This,will provide experience with the language before

reading the text. Reading in English should not be formally initiated

until children are reading in Spanish with appropriate fluency and under-

standing of the written word,.

Math may be taught bilingually, which means that teachers can use

Spanish and English when deemed appropriate. However, it is important

that children acquire the English vocabulary inherent in math since

eventually math will be taught primarily in English.

Science and social studies can also be taught bilingually. While the

first science unit is taught in Spanish, the first social studies unit can

be taught in English. The process is then reversed. Thesame unit in each area

must not be taught in both Spanish and English since this would involve

needless repetition of content. A word of caution--both curriculum areas

should not be taught in Spanish or English at the same time since this

will cause an over-emphasis on one language. Children need experience
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with both languages in different curriculum areas throughout each day.

English dominant children will be taught Spanish as a language only'

while all the other eUrriculum areas are taught in English. The more

gifted students can be included in other Spanish language instruction at
/

a time in which their Spanish language speaking ability is,it an adequate

level, and providing they are highly motivated to learn Spanish.

Bilingual children can fit into both English and Spanish instruction

with the other two groups. This will facilitate grouping procedures.

Bilingual children will receive oral language development reading and Ian-
.

guage arts in Spanish. All other curriculum areas can be taught in
-c

English. However, the possibility does exist thit these students may

participate in the Spanish portion of science and social studies. This

is especially applicable for children who are not tompletely bilingual.
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A
STAFFING PATTERN VI

LEARNING OBJECTIVE

The teacher trainee will be able to identify the unique characteristics

of the staffing pattern and will be able to'state the problems encountered

in its implementation.

ENABLING ACTIVITY I

The instructor will focus on transparencies g-A and 6-B. Discussion

could include the following: (1) the differences between this pattern

and the other; (2), training of aides; (3) -children to be served; (4)

language proficiency of the aide; (5) desirable and undesirable charac-

teristics of the pattern; 16) aide's responsibilities and teacher's

,

rgsponsibilities; (7) meeting the state requirements of a bilingual

program.

ACTIVITY I

1. Perform a random sample survey of bilingual programs to determine

where this pattern is being used.

2. Write an analysis of why this pattern should or should noi be used.

3. Conceptualize the means by which all curriculum areas can be taught

in both languages. This could be a class or group project.

4. Organize a debate team who will argue for the use of this pattern and

one'that will debate against it.
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Staffing Pattein V

'Self- contained "classpRom

1 ONE NON-BILINGUAL TEAtHeR AND ONE-BILINGUAL AIDE

,
CLASSROOM MAY CONTAIN ALL LEP CHILDREN BUT MAY ALSO

INCLUDE BILINGUALS AND ENGLISH DOMINANT CHILDREN

THE TEACHER PLANS AND INSTRUCTS THE ENGLISH PROGRAM

THE BILINGUALAIDE PLANS THE SPANISH PROGRAM AND

INSTRUCTS IN SPANISH.

.(THIS IS ONE OF THE LEAST DESIRABLE ARRANGEMENTS)

TRANSPARENCY 6-A



TRANSPARENCY 6-A

rascussioN

This staffing pattern is one of the least desirable arrangements

since the wide is given all-the responsibility of the Spanish program.

If the aide possesset limited teaching skills, the Spanish program may

be severely impaired both,ln content and teaching strategies necessary

for its development. This staffing pattern is less objectionabfle if the

teacher does possess some knowledge of'Spanish and is able to help the

aide in planning. Hopefully, this will be the case. This stafftng pat-

tern also limits the number ofskills and content areas he aid can teach

.since she will be working with'small g-roups primarily. group in-

struction by the aide is but of the question.unless she is an extraordi-
,

narily good teacherAnd is able to handle this type of.group.

This plan mai, include all LEP students but may also include some"bi-

,linguals and English doMinant children. A classrdom composed of only

LEP students is usually foupd primarily in schools where there are many

children who speak English as a second.language. A mixture of the three

groups is usually found in districts where LEP students are a sthall,minor-

.
ity. Neither one is easy to plan since the aide is the only one who,tpeaks

Spanish. It is.therefore important that the aide possess tertain.quali-

fications crucial to the development of these students. The.fallowing

qualifications are minimum requirements: '(1) at least 60 hours'of college

work; (2) some courses in Spanish language Skills development; (3) ability

to Speak, read, and wrfte in Spanish: .(4) fluency in ill three language

areas; (5)- at leattttwo courses in education that include instructional

strategies; (6) ability to take airection and plan independently.*



Curriculum Content and Languagetsage for Staffing 'Pattern VI

TEACHER
PHASE. I

mA-ni

AIDE
PHASE I

SPANISH ORAL READING l'iATH cONTENT AREAS,

LANGUAGE DE- JCIENCE AND

VELOPMENT AND SOCIAL STUDIES

READING READINESS

ESL READING READING ORAL LANGUAGE

READINESS " DEVELOPMENT IN
CONTNT AREAS

TRANSPARENCY 6-B1
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Curriculum Conten and Language Usage for Staffing Pattern VI
4

SG

PHASE I I

READING CONTENT AREAS , ESL READ I NG

SC I ENCE AND

SOC I AL STUDI ES

TRANSPARENCY 6-B2

PHASE I I

CONTENT AREAS
SC I ENCE AND

SOC I AL STUD I ES
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TRANSPARINCY 6-131 AND 6-132

DISCUSSIM

Phase I

Teacher. The teacher will be teaching ESL to Spanish dominant chil-

dren if they are part of her classroom. She will b) doing this all year,

since language at this level is not learned within a short period of time.

If there are no Spanish dominant children,-then she will be teaching ESL

.
for about two or three months to LEP students who are at a very low level

of speaking arid, understanding English. After two or three months of in-

tensive language, instruction, they can begin the re reidiness pro-

gram for English. This readiness program should exclude directionality

and-pre-writing skills since the students will have covered this with the

aide during the first two or three months while they were receiving ESL

instruction with the teacher.

The teacher will also be teachingyEnglish reading readiness to the

middle group and English reading to the more capable group. She wili be

teaching math in English and the content areas in English through oral

language,development so that children acquire additional oral language.

If English dominant children are in the classroom, an all-English pro-

gram will need to be planned for them.

Aide. The aide will be'teaching bnly Spanish dominant and limited

English proficiency students. She will be teaching Spanish oral language

development and reading readiness-to the less capable children and reading

(after initial readiness preparation) to the more capable ones. .The math

and content areas can be taught in Spanish to half of'the class at'one
.0

time and to the other half at another time. This will help to keep the

group rather small andimanageable.
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Phase II

Teacher. The ESL program mustocontinue for Spanish dominant chil-

. di.en. The reading program in English will be primarily for children who

are able to handle the Englith language adequately. Math and the content

areas may be taught in English; however, oral language development and

reading are emphasized. This will enhance language acquisition in English.

English dominant children will again have to continue their all-

English program. If appropriate and acceptable to the district, then

Children can be instcted in Spanish as a second language.

Aide. The aide will work with all Spanish dominant and LEP students.

She will continUe to teach readirig,;math, science and social studies in

Spanish.

As children become more proficient in English, the Spanish program

will diminish. At this.time, the aide may coneentrate on Spaniih language

instruction' for LEP or Spanish dominant children: Fewer chiMen will be

involved at this time, so the aide can,take over thetresponsibility of the

ESL program also. This will lessen the teacher's load to a considerable

extent. It is very important that the 'aide be a better than.average model

in English so that chitdren acquire the correct pronunciatiori and in-

\

tonation pattern in English.
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STAFFING PATTERN.VII

LEARNING 00JEcTLyE

.The teacher trainee will be able tO list the unique characteristics

of this staffing pattern, state the rationale for its implementationtand

identify the type of LEA where tt could be implemented.

ENABLING ACTIVITY I
r

The instructor will focus on transparencies 7-A and 7LBN
\

. Discussion '

couldInclude the following: (1) the-Fdle and responsibilities of the re-
,

source teacher; (2) the role and responsibilities of the homeroom teacher;

(3) time allocations for each group of children; (4) curriculum areas to

be taught by resource-teachers; (5) language proficiency of the resource

,

teacher; (6) problems-themay emerge efter tmplemiritation; (7) whether

4

-thit be considered a.bjliigual progran; (8) the ndMber of children that

,

can be served effectively;:(9) why this could be-considered a pull-out

program.

kTIVITY

,;

1. Write a brief analysis on the pros and cons of tilts staffing pattern.

2. Write e description of a distriCt where this could be implemented.
4

3. As a group activity, the'students could devise an ideal staffing

pattern that would address'bilingual education needs at the most ideal-

istic level.
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Staffing Pattern VII

Self-contained Classroom

ONE RESOURCE TEACHER TO SERVE SEVERAL "CLASSROOMS

THE RESOURCE TEACHER WILL BE BILINGUAL,

SHE WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ALL SPANISH INSTRUCTION,

CHILDREN WILL COME TO HER FOR INSTRUCTION,

(LEAST DESIRABLE PATIERN) '

4."

TRANSPARENCY 7-A
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TRANSPARENCY 74

DISCUSSICN

This is aIso one of the least desirable staffing patterns since children

will have to be "pulled out" of the regular program for instruction in

Spanish. The resource teacher's responsibility may include several aspects

that each school district will have to address at the beginning of the

school year. The following questions will have to be answered prior to

implementation of the staffing pattern: (1) is the resource teacher re-

sponsible to give grades for each area of the curriculum covered?; (2) how

many children will be taught?; (3) for how long will the teacher keep the

chIldren?; (4) how many grade levels will the teacher be responsible for?

(5) can certain grade levels be mixed? e.g., grade 1 and 2 together;

(6) is the resource teacher under the supervision of the classroom teacher

whose children he/she teaches?; (7) how many curriculum areas can be

taught in Spanish? These are only a few of the many questions that must be

answered prior to implementation of the resource teacher's staffing plan.

The resource teacher should teach one, group of childrenall morning and

'cone group all afternoon. This is possible only if there are no more than

fifteen children at one time. The children could be divided into groups of

three or four each for two hours, but this would Timtt the curriculum

content since the time allocation is too limited. Although all these

grouping procedures have inherent limitations, this staffing pattern may-be

the only alternative open to a school district.
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Grouping of Students for Staffing Pattern VII

RESOURCE TEACHER

TEACHER A's STUDENTS

15 CHI LDREN fl

TEACHER B'S STUDENTS

15 CHI WREN

A. P.
SPAN I SH LANGUAGE SPAN I SH LANGUAGE

I NS1RUCT I ON M. I NSTRUCT I ON M.

READING

READ I NESS

READ I NG

MATH

SC I ENCE

SOCIAL STUD I ES

8:45 12:30

TRANSPARENCY*7-B .
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READ I NG

READ I NESS

READ I NG

MATH

SC I ENCE

SOC I AL STUD I

2:30



TRANORENCY 7-B

DISCUSSION-

The resource teacher would teach 15 students from Teacher A's room

in the morning from 8:45 to 11A0. In the afternoon, she-would have 15

students from Teacher B's room from 12:30 to 2:30. She would be respon-

sible for the Spanish reading program which may include one group to

instruCt in reading readiness. Large group instruction would involve

the other three curriculum areas of math, science and social studieS.

In order to have time for science and social studies, both can be divided

so that one unit in science is taught first to be followed by one unit in

social studies because she is only teaching half a day, both curriculum

areas can be covered within the time allocated. It is also possible to

exclude science and social studies and concentrate only on reading and

the langugge arts which includes spelling and writing. Math would als

be taught in addition to the language arts and reading.

If only two hours are allocated for Spanish instruction, the rpource

teacher will need to concentrate on reading and the language arts only.

In this Way, she can group for reading, spelling and writing.- Each group 4

must be kept small with no more than 10 children if she has three period's,

or no more than 5 to 7 children if.there are four periods. The number of

students is.crucial to effective grouping procedures.
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. CURRICULUM CONTENT

VARNINe OBJECTIW

The teacher trainee will be able to list and discuss listening activ-

ities for Spanish and English language development for Spanish dominant,

bilingual, and English dominant students.

ENABUNG ACTIVITY I

The instructor will present and discuss transparencies 1-A and 1-B which

focus on listening skills development in the first and second languages.

AcTivm I

1. Discussion of listening skills as a pre-requisite to speaking, reading,

and writing.

2. Discussion of similarities and differences between listening skills in

the first language and listening skills in the second language.

3. Discussion of the three types of groupt served by a listening skills

program - Spanish dominant, bilingual, and English dominant students.

4. Development of a scope and sequence chart for first and second language

listening skills development,- This may incltide the appropriate academic

vocabulary necessary for any given classroom that must be fir heard

and then appropriately labeled before acquisition can occur.

5. Listing and discussion of listening strategies appropriate to a first

and second language.

6. Identification of sounds in the first language that interfere with the

acquisition of the second languige.

AcTIvrry II

1. Identification of materials suitable to the development of listening

83 95.
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skills in the first and second languages.

2. Demonstration of student-developed lessons that are suitable to the

development of listening skills: (a). lesson plan submitted; (b)

materials developed; (c) , lesson presented to the whole group; (d)

critique at presentation.

3. Development of 4 listening center using the cbncept of learning centers.



Listening-Spanish

Spanish Dominant
Students

Bilinguals

English Dominant
Students

SHAR I NG T IME

STORYTELLI NG
FOLLOWING D I R ECT I ON S

PICTURE READING

READER VOCABULARY

[SHAR I NG T IME

STORYTELLI NG
FOLLOWING DIRECT IONS
PI CTURE READING

READER VOCABULARY -

*ON

SPAN I SH AS A SECOND

LANGUAGE

STRUCTURED LESSONS
UNSTRUCTURED ACT IV IT I ES

TRANSPARENCY 1-A
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TRANSPARENCY 1-A

DISCUSSION

.

Spanish dominant students. Listening activities are just as impor-
.

tant for these students as for any other stUdent. Sharing time must be

initiated by having students listen to each other tell about something

they want to share Since theSe stUdents are Spanish dominant, their

language choice p obably would be Spanish.

If the class oom is composed of bilingual and English-dominant stu-

dents also, all hould participate in this activity at the same time. .

Each student is o use the language he or she is Imost proficient in. Each

0

child will learn, from the other.

Storytelling could be done by the teacher 4nd may include reading

-
the,classics in Span1S or selections from readers that have not been adop-

-

ted'by the state. Students should be given the opportunity to listen to

their dominant language because these students also need the listening

skills associated with their dominant language. This is one of the best

ways to accomplish this objective. This activity may be scheduled after

recess or after lunch when students need a rest peri9d. Time is not lost

with this activity.

Following directions mus;t also be taught in Spanish. This will pre-

pare students for tasks that include following directions in English. The

task will be much easier if the child receives this instruction first in

Spanish and then in English. If a child is taught to underline answers

first in Spanish, theEnglish counterpart of theeactivity will require only

the understandi g of the language. The child has already experienced the
4

process.

Picture .reaing which requires that children talk about pictures,
f



is also an excellent activity that will require their listening to each

other. "What did Juan say about this picfure?" is a question that can

be asked ovel- and over again. This will help them pay close attention

to others. At the same time teachers can model particular vocabulary and

language patterns necessary for the acquisition of standard Spanish. This

is especially useful when using Spanigh foreign texts that contain devia-

tions from the language ordinarily spoken by these children.

Pictures from readers can also be msed to prepare students for the

forthcoming reading task. Children can learn to find clues in pictures

for words they do not know in the texts. They will either listen to each

other or to the teacher since she will have to model the more unusual words.

Reader vocabulary, already discussed in the preceding narrativens

important. Children can be taught to listen to what he readers contain

prior to introduction to the reading,tasks. This includes both listening

and speaking since one is dependent upon the other.

Bilinguals. The same discussion for Spanish dominant students can be

used for bilinguals. All the list6ning activities for Spanish dominant

students apply to this group.

English dominant students. These students may be taught Spanish as

a foreign language. Their listening skills must be developed since they

need first to hear the sounds of the language in complete utterances.

This may require structural lessons that involve the children in repetition

of simple-sentences and vocabulary words. They need to listen and then

repeat; in order to do this, they must first be taught to listen carefully.

Listening exercises may be taught by the teacher, but also may include lis-

tening to simple and interesting tapes of prepared lessons.
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TRANSPARENCY 1-B

DISCUSSION

This transparency is included only to point out the fact that

children need listening activities in Spanish and in English. English

dominant students will need to refine and continue to develop listening

skills appropriate for the age group. Bilinguals need to go through the

same process.

Spanish dominant students will need to develop listening skills in

English but in a different context. This is because they are learning

Englishas-a-second-language (English as a second language is for Spanish

dminant students.) Because of the constant reinforcement of English;

these students will more than likely be able to listen to the language in

struotural and unstructural situations. Structural learning is achieved

through commercially prepared materials that utilize second language method-

ology. Unstructural situations'provide some degree,of freedowin listening

to and using* the-language.

Second language,activities for both Spanish and English dominant

students should require that students first learn through-pattern drills

with repetition exercises. This should be scheduled for short periods of

time durpg the initial stages of development. These patterns can then be

reinforced in unstructural situations, at which time the students are able

to use the language with more freedom from error and coretction.

tir
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CURRICULUM CONTENT

LEARNING OBJECTIVE

The teacher trainee will be able to.demonstrate oral Tan§uage devel-

opment strategies and techniques suitable for first and-second language

in uction by simulation exercises.

The instructor will present and discuss transparencies 2-A 2-B, 2-C,

and 2-0. Discussion should focus on the rationale and on the unique

strategies appropriate for oral language development in both the first and

second languages. Emphasis should be on second language acquisttion since

this is a fairly new curriculum area in general education and specifically

in bilingual education.

The following questions cOuld be discussed: (1) how is a fiiit lah-

guage acquired? (2) why is English considered a second language' tcoOdst

bilingual education students? (3) why must one accept the language a

child brings from home? (4) why is it necessary to expand and refine lan-

guage? (5) how can experience stories be best utilized for language devel-
,

opment? (6) what are the limitations inherent to second language metho-

dology? (7) why is there a need to teach the second language every day

for short periods of time several times a day? (8) what\types of rein-

forcement activities should be planned for LEP children who are limited

in their first language and who do not speak English? (9) of what value

are commercially prepared materials for ESL? (10) what are structured

techniques? (11) what are unstructured techniques?

ACTIVITY I

1. Students a*re to observe children using Spanish in a classroom
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setting in order to identify problems in the first language.

For example: asina - for asi; truje for traje; plantano for plfitano;

dijir for decir; etc. Students can review these and others that deal

with these problems and then make their own lists

2. Development of lesson plans that deal with correction of problems with

Spanish, the first language. Students can then demonstrate the lessons

in a simulation exercise.

3. Development of scope and sequence charts for oral vocabulary that should

be taught in the first language -- school items, zoo animals, dishes,

household furnishings, etc. A picture vertical file can be developed

by each student. Pictures should be organized by subject content --

nouns, verbs, school items, etc.

ACTIVITY 11

, I. Students are to observe children in a classroom setting during the time

in which English is being either taught or used.

2. *Prior to observation, students can develop an observation instrument

which includes expected language problems with English usage by cate-

'gories.

3. Students can develop a lesson plan for a simulation exercise in which

problems with the English problems are stressed. The problems can be

planned for one at a time.

4. Students can develop scope and sequence charts on vocabulary useful to

children upon entering school.

5. Students pan evaluate ESL materials currently available -- CORE--

Ginn Company; English Around the World - Scott Foresman; etc.

1U3



Curriculum Content

Oral Language Development

Spanish as a First Language

,EXPANSION OF THE FIRST LANGUAGE.

STUDENT VOCABULARY SHOULD BE ACCEPTED.

STUDENT VOCABULARY MUST BE REFINED.

.
:EXPERIENCE STORIES MAY BE ELICITEDAND LATER

USED FOR INITIAL READING. 4,

TRANSPARENCY 2-A



TRANSPARENCY 2-A

DISCUSSION

Spanish as a first langpage/oral language development is only for stu-

dents who 'are eithe Spanish dominant or bilingual. This would include ex-

\
k4':

pansion and refineTent ofWocabulary and language structures appropriate,to

\,

the age group beitig,t ht.e Five-year-old children need experience with vo-

cabulary items unique tothe school environment first. This involves ex-

(

pansion of vocabulary1 ords such as "pizarrein" or "borrador" should be

learned early'during, school year since these are objects not ordinarily

found in their home en ronment. They will need other words, such as "direc-

tor de la escuela" an enfermera". This should also be taught early in the

year since they are sig ificant; others they will encounter throughout the

school year. Other significant vocabulary can also be selected and taught

as the year progresses.

Refinement of vocabulary would include correct usageof 'words children

will, later encounter in reading selections. Correcting words such as

"asina" for "asi" and "truje" for "traje" would be appropriate but must be

handled carefully so that children are not inhibited in speaking.

Language structures should also be taught when incorrect. .Sentences

such as "blonde vas?" should be modeled by teacher's constantly since the

children will rarely if ever encounter this type of sentence in written

material. "Pa'ya" is another example of this. Care should be taken in

correcting since constant corrections will tend to inhibit or stop lan-

guage practice and usage. However, it is appropriate and useful if tea-

chers find time to structure lessons that will stress certain problem

areas that most children seem to exhibit. Errors may be pointed out but

not in a threatening manner. Students'vocabulary and language structure



preferences may be accepted,but should also be refined. Textbooks will

contain the correct, or standard, usave and therefore 144st be taught in

an oral context first.

An excellent way in which vocabulary and language structures may be

,elicited and learned is by encouraging children to create stories based

on their experiences. This may include content that is teacher imposed

or may emanate from the children themsellies on topics of interest to them.

The stories pay be placed on charts that may serve as initial readers.



Curriculum Content

Oral Language Development

English as a (Pirst Languaie

EXPANSION or THE FIRST LANGUAGE.

STUDENT VOCABULARY SHILD,BE ACCEPTED,

STUDENT VOCABULARY MUST BE REFINED.

EXPERIENCE STORIES MAY BE DEVELOPED AND LATER

USED FOR INITIAL, READING.

TRANSPARENCY 2-B



TRANSPARENCY 2-B

DISCUSSION

This transparency is included only to point out the fact that all

children _need oral language development. All the discussion for trans-

parency 2 A is the same for transparency 2-B

1 08
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Spanish as.a Se ond Language

EMPHASIS ON SECOND LANGUAGE METHODOLOGY.

TAUGHT EVERYDAY.'

. CONSISTENT REINFORCEMENT.

INCLUDE SOME READING,

-TRANSPARENCY 2-C



TRANSPARENCY 2-C

DISCUSSION

Spanistp-as-a-second-language should really be called Spanish as a

foreign language, since the language of the children in this group is not

constantly reinforced. Since most oral media is primarily in English 'and

home environments are also primarily in English, the constant reinforce-

ment needed to learn the language as a second language is usually missing

and not readily available. Hopefully, these children will at least gain

some command of the language. This situation could change if a large part

of the home environment were to include a number of Spanish speakers. It

would also be different if some of the children were to have an aptitude for

,second language learning. Motivation for learning the second language would

also undoubtedly help.

The Spanish-as-a-second-language (SSL) component should emphasize

second language methodology but not exclusively since this might tend to

bore children. Short lessons utilizing second language methodology and

unstructured situations where the language could be used With freedom and

creativity would be more appropriate and at the same time more motivating

to younger children.

SSL instruction should take place every day either once or twice

during each day. The first session should consist of structured situations

in which the language is modeled by the teacher and repeated by the stu-

dents. Different types of drills could be used so that instruction is .

varied. At the end of the period, structured and unstructured dialogues

ft.

would be emphasized. 'The second period could include more freedom in the

language learned during the first session. A more creative atmosphere
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should prevail with room for errors and corrections. , At this time, reinforce-

ment orvocabulary and language patterns learned during the earlier session

would also be approkiate.

Some reading in the second language Could be incorporated. This is

not ordinarily a natural process; however, since these children will see

and observe other students reading in Spani.sh . they will also want this

addition to the SSL program., It is not unusual for children to request text-

books just like the other students'. Initial reading r4y :consist of pic-

tures with vocabulary items identified in print scattered thiTughout-the

picture. For example,a picture of a child with the wearing,apparel iden-

tified in written form would be appropriate. Later, simple stories that

include some of the oral vocabulary being stresSed would also be helpful;

However, teachers must resist the temptation tp.introduce reading pre-

maturely.
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English MS' a Second Language

MUST BE TAUGHT EVERYDAY.

STRUCTURED AND UNSTRUCTURED TECHNIQUES SHOULD

'BE USED.

REINFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES SHOULD-BE PROVIDED.

EMPHASIZE PROBLEMS.

USE COMMERCIALLY PREPARED ATERIALS.

°

TRANSPARENCY 2-D
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TRANSPARENCY 2-D

DISCUSSION

English-As-second-language is an accurate description of this particular

cUrriculum area since children need to know.the language with the same

fluency and dnderstanding as their first language. Society demands that

everyone have an excellent command of English; therefore, the school mt.&

emphasize an instructional program suitable to the development of the

language. In order Wachieve this goal, English must be taught everyday,

first, through second language methodology and later, as a study of the

intricacies of the language in all domains. One must realize that this is

not easy to do, since the educational system does not accept the fact that

certain ethnic/linguistic groups do not speak English before ichooling

starts. This being the case, most programs do not include or even attempt

to incorporate programs that address this need.

It is important to teach English everjday for several short periods so

that the young child is able to listen and practice it during different

times throughout each day. Short instructional periods are important for

the young child. Older children may be able to listen and practice for

longer periods of time.

Second language methodology, usually used extensively in commercially

prepared ESL materials, should be used frequently in order to achieve some

degree of uniformity and sequence of.the language. This type of instruction

includes modeling by the teacher or taped lessons and repetition by the

students. This will insure accurate models and practice of the language
\

patterns to be learned. This tends to be a highly structured learning en-

vironment that must be kept to a minimum since it could proVe boring to

young learners. Nevertheless, it is a better instructional strategy than
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3
.

,the incidental and haphazard kind. 'Incidental language learning used to

be the order of day, when ESL matertals were not available for elementahy

school children. Hbwever, since these materials are now more and more

accessible, teachers should not depend on incident41 learning hoping that

children will acquire language through osmosis. A few children will but

most will not.

Unstructured techniques should also be one of the strategtes for teach-

ing ESL. This will provide opportunities for language development in a

more 'natural setting. Activities in which reinforcement of vocabulary and
fi >

,

language patterns are emphasized should be planned everyday in unstmictured

situations. Learning centers that include tapes, filmstrips and other media

would serve this purpose. Realia assocfated with the structured language

activities would provide a meins by which children could talk and practice

in a free exchange of "just talk." During these times, the teacher should

listen carefully to problemt children are encountering as they converse

freely. Lessons which cover these problems would then be developed for

later use.

It would benefit Spanish speakers in gaining command of the:language

if teachers were to concentrate on phonological problems unique to,this

group. The Spanish b and v, the sh, etc. are examples of possible prob-

lems since these sounds 4re different and difficult to pronounce. ,There

are also problems with syntax that should be addressed. ortunate-
d'

ly, most of these problems are usually covered in commerciaily prepared

materials. However, not all,children will need to be taught every lesson

in ESL materials since many already speak some English. For this group,

special lessons should be selected for specific instructional purposes.

It would be a tragic loss of time if every child covered all the lessons

in a text when there was no need to do so.
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE

CURRICULUI COUNT

The teacher trainee will be able to list and describe each of the

reading methods and approaches appropriate for Spanish reading.

/

ENABLING ACTIVITY I

The instructor will present and discuss transparencies 3-A, 3-B, and

3-C. Discussion for transparency 3-A could focus on the following: (1)

It
how are r ing methods for Spanish reading different or alike from those

used in Eng sh reading? (2) why are the syllabic and phonetic methods

more commonly used for Spanish reading? and (3) how are synthetic and

analytic approaches different?

ACTIVITY I

1. Students can analyze different reading series to determine the types

of methods preferred.

2. Lesson plans can,be developed in which one method is the focus.

44
3. Analysis of vocabulary can be used in commercial textbooks to identify

vocabulary words different from current usage or different from that

which students use (bola, pplota), (cometa, chiringa, papalote), etc.

a

ACTIVITY II

1. Comparison of the differences between a maintenance,and a transitional

bilingual program when related to the reading program.

2. Development of a rationale for the need for Spanish reading before intro-

duction to English reading.

3. Development of a timeline for introduction of Spanish reading and English

reading:
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4. A brief analysis of the need for English oral language d6e1opment for

several ypars fOr children who are identified as LEP.



turriculum Content

Reading - Spanish as a First Language

Methodologies

Synthetic Approaches

ALPHABET I CAL METHOD

SYLLAB I C METHOD

* PHONET I C METHOD

Analytic Approac hes

WORD METHOD

SENTENCE METHOD

STORY METHOD

ECLECT C METHOD

* MOST COMMONLY USED FOR INITIAL READING

TRANSPARENCY 3-A



TRANSPARENCY 3-A

DISCUSSION

Suffice it :to say that the alphabetical method is not

this age and time. The alphabet is taught but only as a separate entity

related to the reading process.

The syllabic and phonetic methods seem to be the more popular ones

due to the consistency of sound-to-symbol relationships unique to the

Spanish language and also because of the consistency of syllabication

rules.. These methods are used primarily to introduce and initiate the
-

reading process. First, the sounds of the letters are taught. Second,

the letters are combined to make words and later sentences. The names 9f

the letters are taught only after the sounds are introduced. These meth-

ods are combined in many variations. In addition, the merits or nega-
,.

tiyets of each of these methods are numerous and may be found in

many methodology college texts.

Both the phonetic and syllabic methods introduce the vowels first and

then one consonant at a time. This tends to facilitate the initial reading

of short stories. After the fivet'vowels are introduced, the consonant "M"

may be introduced. Syllables are formed next. Children may then be asked

to read sentences such as the following: Mi mama, mi mama me ama, etc.

This process relates rather appropriately to the consistency of sound-to-

symbol relationships and the ease with which syllables,can be made.

Global methods which include analytic methods are used extensively in

English reading programs to initiate the reading process. A basic assump-

tion for using these methods is that English is hot a language that lends

itself to the effective use of the phonetic methods. However, the global

approact; is not used exclusively since a phonics programs is also intluded.
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At this point the,approach becomes,eclectic since:both are combined

supposedly to achieve better results. It is important to note that some

English reading programs do initiate reading with a phonetic method.

Eclectic Methods are based on the premise that a combination of meth-

ods is-more conducive to learning since children are exposed to analysis

and synthesis. Most if not all English reading programs use this approach

to a lesser or greater degree. Spanish readers use eclectic approaches;

however there ususally is ,aheavy emphasis on phonics during the initial

stages.

Teacher preference for one or another of the approaches usually pro-

vides good resufts or 'better than average results. This is due to the

fact that if one fikeS'something, one does a better job with it.

The Experience Approach is a method that is now being used with

Spanish reading and readers. It is usually used during the early stage

when children experience the reading ,of their own stories. Vocabulary may

be selected according to the following: (1) learning centers or special

interest centers provide vocabulary that can be used to initiate an experi-

ence stony; (2) reader vocabulary is first introduced in experience stories

thus enabling the students to hear, use, and read the vocabulary in a famil-

iar context, before introducing it formally in the adopted texts.-

Reading as a first language should be taught every day and scheduled

-accordinglyl- Spanish dominant children should receive instruction in

Spanish reading from commercial textbooks, workbooks, etc., in order to ex7

perience a continuous development of reading skills. This is_extremely imi

portant since many skills transfer into the English reading skilli program.

Spanish reading must be tau t every day. If not, English readiW6 will not

'progress as quickly as should 'due to limited instruction in Sppnish

reading.



Spanish .Reading hitrtiOtioil

Maintenance Bilingual Program

SPANISH READING

READIN'ESS
SPANISH READING

ENGLISH 'ORAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Phase I

SPANISH READING

ENGLISH ORAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

OGLISH READING

READINESS
ENGLISH READING

Phase II
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TRNISPARENCY 3-8

DISCUS8ION

The Phase I illustration depicts the division between Spanish reading

readiness and Spanish reading and English oral language development. This

illustrates the need to include a reading readiness program for Spanish

reading and an English oral language development program for initial

acquisition of English. The emphasis in Phase I is not English reading

since children will not be ready for itespecially if they are Spanish
r

dominant.

Phase II illustrates the need to continue Spanish reading and at the

same time initiate the reading readiness program for English reading. Care

should be exercised that the readiness Program in English does not include

the basis readiness skills already taught in Spanish since this would in-

volve needless repetition of similar skills.

EngrIsh oral language development is included in Phase II since

children who are either LEP or Spanish dominant will need it for a long

period of time. A few months\or even tne year are not sufficient to

develop an acceptable and adequate command of the English language. This

seems to be a problem in bilingual classrooms since teachers tend to elinil-

nate English oral language development once children start English reading.

Phase,I and II do noi suggest at,which grade.level English reading

may be introduced. This depends upon a teacher's assessment of in-

dividUal needs of particular chfldren and/or groups. Children do need to

have acquired an acceptable degree of 'listening and speaking skirls in

English before initial .reading instrut ion in the same language is ever

considered.
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Spanish ileadini Instruction,

ngual Program

1/1

SPANISH REA4NG READI,NES& AND READING
.

ENGLISH ORAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Phasei. I

ENGLISH ORAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

ENGLISH READING READINESS AND READING

Phase II

JRANSPARENCY. 3-C



TRANSPARENCY3-C

DISCUSSION
'

Transparency 3-C 'illustrates Spanish reading'instruction in a tran-
.

'sitional bilingual program. Phase I illustrates the need 'not to initiate

English reading too early ince, Children need to acquire a command of the

English language in a listening and speaking context. If this i not done,

a transfer of skillsowil) not be achievedfrom Spanish reading into English.

This also illustrates the need to continue Spanish reading for several

grades.until children reath the exit criteria established by the school

district. Exit criteria usually do-not address the issue of when children

will no longer receive Spanish 'reading instruction but do provide some
4

guidance as to when children can or should exit the bilingual program.

Phase II illustrates. that Spanish reading is to be eliminated from

the curriculum. At this point, or sometime before it, English reading

readiness is initiated and followed by English reading. English oral

language development is also included in Phase II as a reminder that'th'is

be continued through several grades.

This transparency does not address the issue of when children,should

exit-the program since this is different for different communities in

different states. Ordinarily, most programs will eliminate Spanish-
,

reading instruction at the third grade level. The third grade is not a

magic grade; however, decision makers make it seem like it is.
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CURRICULUM DENT

LEARNING OBJECTIVE

The teacher trainee will be able to describe the processes used to

teach science, social studies, and math in both Spanish and English within

a transitional bilingual program.

ENABLING ACTIVITY

The instructor will present and discuss transparency-l-A. Discussion

could focus on the following: (1) rationale for teaching sciende, social

studies, and math in Spanish during the initial stages 4-program develop- .

ment; (2) what are the problems inherent to this distribution of language

usage - individual needs of students, adequate command of the English

language, vocabulary unique to each ofthese curriculum areas etc.

ACTIVITY I

1. 'Analysis of vocklary in science, social studies, and math texts.

Develop li;ts Of vocabulary words in each area.

Develop a science and a social studies unit or lesson in Spanish and

present it to the class.

3. Develop a teacher training module that will only focus on vocabulary

- needs unique to each of the areas.

4. Visit a bilingual classroom and observe vocabulary usage for each

curriculum area.

5. Develop a glossaryaf terms for each curriculum area.
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SPAN I SH

DOM I N ANT

AND LEP
CH ILDR EN

Curriculum Content

Social Studies and Science Transitional Program

1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH

,

Math Transitional Program

SPAtifSH

ENGLISH

ALL. ENCLISH

15T 2ND 3RD 4TH
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., TRANSPARENCY 4 -A

DISCUSSION

The social studies and science programs can be considered as a

unit since both are content areas which require similar language needs.

At the Kindergarten level, Spanish Aominant and LEP cMldren should be

taught both curriculum areas in Spanish. At the first grade English

language instruction can be initiated but only with students who have

shown an acceOtable degree of English,language acquisition. Even at

this grade, social studies and science should be taught partially in

Spanish and partially in English. This weans that one unit can be tapght
A

in Spanish anCI one in English -7 itdoes not mean ihat both languages

be used simultaneously. While one unit in social'studies is taught in

Spanish, another'unit in science is taught.in English .during the same

- day. This will-provide instruction in English and Spanish in equal

f Qt

portions,Ouring each day. Spanish,can be used to clarify concepts

beingtaught in-English. ,At the third gradi revel, both,content areas'

arle taught in English: _Spanish can again.bi used to clarify concepts.
.

T
'

'Math snould be taught only,in SPancsh during the Initial.stages of
g P

_pruram.development especially at the Kindergarten level. Sometime

during the first grade, math can be taught in both English and Spanisl)

until the third grade, at which time the transition is made into all

English instruction. This means that math is taught in Spanish during

the first part of the period. During the second part of the period, math

vocabulary can be taught in English. In this way, children can begin

acquiring the English vocabulary necessary to function only in English by

the third grade.
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